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ABSTRACT
Solving nonlinear dynamic optimization (NLDO) and optimal control problems can be quite challenging, but the need for
effective methods is ever increasing as more engineered systems
become more dynamic and integrated. In this article, we will explore the various uses of linear-quadratic dynamic optimization
(LQDO) in the direct transcription-based solution strategies for
NLDO. Three general LQDO-based strategies are discussed, including direct incorporation, two-level optimization, and quasilinearization. Connections are made between a variety of existing approaches, including sequential quadratic programming.
The case studies are solved with the various methods using a
publicly available, MATLAB-based tool. Results indicate that the
LQDO-based strategies can improve existing solvers and be effective solution strategies. However, there are robustness issues
and problem derivative requirements that must be considered.
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mization problem. A class of direct methods that has proven
to be quite effective are the direct transcription (DT) methods [1, 4, 5, 13, 14], which involves a finite number optimization variables for the controls, states, and parameters, and are
the methods considered here.
As is the case with the advancement of many numerical methods, exploiting specific mathematical problem structure can lead to developments that both increase the efficiency
and robustness of the underlying techniques. This has undoubtedly been the case in DT research, such as with problem sparsity and derivatives [1, 5]. Here we will be exploring methods for exploiting a particular class of DO problems where the
objective function is quadratic, and the constraints are linear,
i.e., linear-quadratic dynamic optimization (LQDO). Because of
the considerable degree of problem structure, there are many advantages to developing numerical methods that specifically exploit these patterns. This has historically included explicit matrix construction [15, 16], two-level [9, 17–19], quasilinearization [2, 12, 20–26], and sequential quadratic programming methods [1, 5, 24, 26, 27], which will be discussed in Sec. 4. Furthermore, many relevant DO problems contain linear or quadratic
problem elements [10,20,22,23,28], such as is the case in modelpredictive control [26, 28, 29]. Therefore, generalizing the uses
of LQDO-based methods will allow for this structure to be exploited when needed and is the primary purpose of this article.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the nonlinear dynamic optimization (NLDO)
problem and a brief overview of DT. Section 3 focuses on defin-

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic optimization (DO), or the optimization of systems with
time-varying behavior, has proven to be instrumental to the advancement of many domains, including aerospace [1, 2], agricultural [3], chemical [4, 5], energy [6], financial [7], mechanical [8, 9], and medical [10] applications. Also frequently termed
optimal control problems, the infinite-dimensional nature of DO
necessitates specialized solution strategies. A variety of numerical approaches have been developed, including those based on
the optimality conditions [1, 11–13] and direct methods based
on transcribing the DO problem into a finite-dimensional opti1
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2.2 Direct Transcription
Here we discuss the DT method for constructing an NLP in the
form of Prob. (2) for the NLDO problem in Prob. (1) [1, 4, 5, 13,
14]. First, we define the various discretization matrices that will
be used:

  
 
 U1   u1 (t1 ) · · · unu (t1 ) 
 t1 
  
 
.. 
(3a)
t =  ...  , U =  ...  =  ... . . .
. 
  
 

u1 (tnt ) · · · unu (tnt )
Unt
tnt

  
 Ξ1   ξ1 (t1 ) · · · ξnu (t1 ) 
 .   . .
..  , p = h p · · · p i
..
(3b)
Ξ =  ..  =  ..
1
np
. 
  

ξ1 (tnt ) · · · ξnu (tnt )
Ξnt
where t is a discretized, strictly-increasing collection of time
points, as termed the mesh; U and Ξ are the discretization matrices for the controls and states, respectively, where the entries
are collocated parameterizations of these trajectories; and p is a
vector of the static parameters.
Using this collection of discretized optimization variables,
the DT NLP problem is:

(4a)
min
vDT t, U , Ξ, p, Ξ1 , Ξnt
x=[vec(U ),vec(Ξ),p]
#
"
hDT (t, U , Ξ, p)
 = 0 (4b)
subject to: hDT = DT ζ
hh t, U , Ξ, p, Ξ1 , Ξnt

DT
t, U , Ξ, p, Ξ1 , Ξnt ≤ 0
(4c)
g

ing the LQDO problem, a particular subclass of NLDO. Section 4
then presents several methods for solving NLDO problems using LQDO-based methods. Section 6 presents four case studies demonstrating the effectiveness and potential issues with the
methods from Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 7 provides the conclusions.
2

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION

We begin by defining the NLDO problem class1 :
Z tf


min
o=
` (t, u, ξ, p) dt + m p, ξ0 , ξ f
x=[u,ξ,p]

subject to:

where:

(1a)

t0

ξ̇(t) − f (t, u, ξ, p) = 0


h t, u, ξ, p, ξ0 , ξ f = 0


g t, u, ξ, p, ξ0 , ξ f ≤ 0

(1b)

ξ0 = ξ(t0 ), ξ f = ξ(t f )

(1e)

(1c)
(1d)

where t ∈ [t0 , t f ] is the fixed time horizon, {u, ξ, p} are the collections of the problem’s controls, states, and parameters, respectively; o(·) is the objective function composed of the Lagrange
term denoted `(·), and Mayer term denoted m(·); f (·) is the firstorder explicit state derivative function; and h(·) and g(·) are the
additional equality and inequality constraints, respectively.
Problem (1) is an infinite-dimensional problem because constraints need to be satisfied at all points in t using the optimization
variables that can be time varying [1, 5, 13]. Optimality conditions for this problem can be prescribed using Pontryagin’s minimum principle with extensions for the various additional constraints and parameters [1, 11–13]. As previously mentioned, it
can be quite challenging to find solutions to this problem using the optimality conditions, so a variety of parameterization
methods have been developed to convert the infinite-dimensional
problem into one that can be (approximately) solved using using
finite-dimensional optimization, which will now be discussed.

where vec(·) takes the matrix input and shapes it into a vector
with the same elements.
The specific oconstructions of the NLP
n
DT , gDT are now discussed.
problem elements vDT , hζDT , hh
2.2.1 Dynamic constraints. There are a variety of methods
for approximating the state dynamic constraints in Eq. (1b). Here
we will consider two different constructions.
First are the single-step (SS) methods that enforce an integral condition between adjacent states values with:
Z tk+1 

DT
hζ,k = Ξk+1 − Ξk −
f t, ũ, ξ̃, p dt, k = 1, . . . , nt − 1 (5)

2.1 Nonlinear Programming
The formulation of a general finite-dimensional nonlinear program (NLP) is [1, 5, 30]:
min
x

subject to:

v(x)

(2a)

h(x) = 0

(2b)

g(x) ≤ 0

(2c)

tk

where ξ̃ = ξ̃(t, t, Ξ) and ũ = ũ(t, t, U ) are interpolating functions constructed using the optimization variables, and these constraints capture the first fundamental theorem of calculus. Various SS methods are discussed in Refs. [1, 5, 13–15].
Second are the single-interval pseudospectral (PS) methods
which construct global interpolating polynomials using Ξ with
a specific mesh scheme and ensure that the derivatives of these
polynomials are the same as the state derivative function:
DT
hζ,k
= DΞk − f (tk , Uk , Ξk , p) ,
k = 1, . . . , nt
(6)

where x are the NLP optimization variables, v(x) is the scalar objective or value function, h(x) is the collection of equality constraints, and the g(x) is the collection of inequality constraints. A
variety of optimization algorithms have been developed to solve
NLPs, and some popular methods include sequential quadratic
programming, interior-point, trust-region, and active-set methods [1, 5, 30–32].

which is in the same form as Eq. (1b). Please see Refs. [13, 33]
for more details on PS methods.
2.2.2 Additional constraints. For each of the additional
constraints (both equality h and inequality g), a single constraint

1 Many

of statements in this article can be applied to NLDO problems with
multiple phases, a variable time horizon, and general state differential equations.

2
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evaluated at each point in t is added to ensure that the constraint
condition is satisfied on the selected mesh. Using the NLP optimization variables, these constraints have the following form:

DT
hh,k
= h tk , Uk , Ξk , p, Ξ1 , Ξnt = 0,
k = 1, . . . , nt
(7)

DT
gk = g tk , Uk , Ξk , p, Ξ1 , Ξnt ≤ 0,
k = 1, . . . , nt
(8)

erence control trajectories ū, state trajectories ξ̄, and parameter
values p̄. Using the derivative matrices, we can construct the
best local approximations of the NLDO problem elements about
x̄. The best linear approximation of e around point x̄ is:
e(x) ≈ eL (x, x̄) = e (x̄) + Jxe (x̄) [x − x̄]
(12)
which is the first-order multivariate Taylor expansion of e. The
best quadratic approximation of e around x̄ is:


e(x) ≈ eQ (x, x̄) = e (x̄) + Jxe (x̄) T [x − x̄] + · · ·
(13a)
1
(13b)
+ [x − x̄]T Hxe (x̄) [x − x̄]
2
which is the second-order Taylor polynomial.
Now, we apply these approximations on the appropriate
problem elements of Prob. (1), resulting in the following DO
problem:


min
oQ t, u, ξ, p, ξ0 , ξ f , x̄
(14a)

For constraints with no dependence on {tk , Uk , Ξk }, only a
single constraint is needed because the constraint condition is
the same at each time point. Such constraints are typically called
boundary constraints, while the time-dependent ones are termed
path constraints [1, 5, 14]. However, for presentation sake, we
will assume this general path constraint form but the implementations will take into account if the constraint is a path or boundary constraint.
2.2.3 Objective function. In order to evaluate the NLDO
objective function in Eq. (1a), both the integral Lagrange and
Mayer terms need to be evaluated using the NLP optimization
variables. The value of the Mayer term can be computed exactly
because it is represented by variables that are included in the DT
NLP optimization variables. For the integral, numerical quadrature can be used. Some common quadrature schemes include
composite trapezoidal [14], Gaussian [13, 33], and ClensawCurtis [33] methods. For these schemes, the DT objective function is computed with the following expression:
nt
X

vDT =
wk ` (tk , Uk , Ξk , p) + m p, Ξ1 , Ξnt
(9)

x=[u,ξ,p]

subject to:

where:

(14b)

ξ0 = ξ(t0 ), ξ f = ξ(t f )

(14e)

(14c)
(14d)

which is an LQDO problem by construction because the highestorder terms in the objective function are quadratic and the
highest-order terms in the constraints are linear2 .
For the linearized constraints, it is common to express the
resulting expression stratified by optimization variable type. For
example, f L is a linear time-varying (LTV) dynamic system
about the reference trajectory x̄:
f L (t, u, ξ, p, x̄) = A (t, x̄) ξ + B (t, x̄) u + · · ·
(15a)

k=1

where w are suitable integration weights.
3

ξ̇(t) − f L (t, u, ξ, p, x̄) = 0


hL t, u, ξ, p, ξ0 , ξ f , x̄ = 0


g L t, u, ξ, p, ξ0 , ξ f , x̄ ≤ 0

LINEAR-QUADRATIC DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION

A linear-quadratic dynamic optimization (LQDO) problem is a
subclass of Prob. (1) where the objective function is limited to
quadratic terms and the constraints have only linear terms. To
completely characterize the LQDO problem class, we first need
to define the Jacobian matrix of a vector-valued function e of size
m in variables x of size n:
 ∂e1 (x)
∂e1 (x) 
 ∂x1 · · · ∂xn 


(10)
Jxe (x) =  ... . . . ... 


∂em (x)
∂em (x) 
∂x1 · · · ∂xn

where:

A (t, x̄) =
B (t, x̄) =
G (t, x̄) =

+ G (t, x̄) p + d (t, x̄)

(15b)

Jξf
Juf
Jpf

(x̄)

(15c)

(x̄)

(15d)

(x̄)

(15e)


d (t, x̄) = f t, ū, ξ̄, p̄ − Jxf (x̄) x̄


(15f)

Similar representations can be made for the additional path and
boundary constraints, as well as the objective function.
As an example, consider one of the dynamic equations for
the Van der Pol Oscillator problem (cf. Eq. (25b)):
h
i
e(x) = −p1 ξ1 + ξ2 1 − p2 ξ12 + u1
(16)

which is a matrix of all its first-order partial derivatives, and the
Hessian matrix of a scalar-valued function e in variables x of size
n:

 ∂2 e(x)
2
 2 · · · ∂ e(x) 
∂x1 ∂xn 
 ∂x1

 . .
.. 
e
.
.
Hx (x) =  .
(11)

.
.


 ∂2 e(x)
∂2 e(x) 
∂xn ∂x1 · · · ∂x2

Now we have the LTV dynamic system defined in Eq. (15):
"
#T " #
"
#T " #
− p̄1 − 2 p̄2 ξ̄1 ξ̄2 ξ1
ξ̄1
p1
L
e (x, x̄) =
+ u1 − 2
+...
ξ2
1 + p̄2 ξ̄12
ξ̄1 ξ̄2 p2
+ p̄1 ξ̄1 + 3 p̄2 ξ̄12 ξ̄2 (17)

n

which is a square matrix of second-order partial derivatives.
Now consider some reference solution x̄ comprised of ref-

2 The dynamic constraint could be written in the same form as hL and g L but
this form is equivalent because [ξ̇(t)]x̄ = ξ̇(t) and Jxξ̇ (x̄) = 0.

3
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3.1 Ordinary vs. Reference LQDO Problems
The current definition of an LQDO problem depends on the reference trajectory x̄, now termed a reference LQDO (RLQDO)
problem.
It is quite common to have quadratic and linear problem elements in the NLDO problem; thus, the derivative matrices for
those elements are constant and do not depend on x̄. These
are termed ordinary linear-quadratic (OLQ) elements. Common
problem elements such as linear dynamic systems, simple state
bounds, initial and final conditions, quadratic Lagrange terms,
and linear Mayer terms are all OLQ elements. Here we define an
OLQ problem as one where there are only OLQ elements, and
Prob. (1) and Prob. (14) are equivalent.
For example, these four constraints are all OLQ elements:
ξ̇1 + 4ξ1 − 2u1 + sin(t) = 0,
ξ1 − 1 ≤ 0,

sparse matrices are constructed using vectorized computations
and direct creation of the row, column, and value sequences [37]
that define the required matrix resulting in good scalability for
both small and large meshes. A variety of defect constraint methods (including several SS and PS schemes) as well as the common quadrature schemes discussed in Sec. 2.2.3 are available.
The main algorithms are described in Ref. [15].
4

METHODS FOR SOLVING NLDO PROBLEMS USING LQDO PROBLEM ELEMENTS
In this section, we will discuss several methods for effectively
utilizing LQDO problems and OLQ elements to solve NLDO
problems.

ξ1 (0) = 0

4.1 Direct Incorporation of OLQ Elements
The first method is perhaps the most self-evident. For a given
NLDO problem, we can treat the OLQ elements differently than
the general nonlinear elements. In many DT-based software implementations, most of the problem elements are assumed to be
nonlinear, and there is no way to specify if a particular constraint
or objective term is an OLQ element (with the primary exception being linear constraints for the initial and final values of the
trajectories and simple box constraints).
Consider the following partitioning of the NLDO problem
in Prob. (1):
Z tf h
i
min
`OL (·) + ` NL (·) dt + mOL (·) + mNL (·) (19a)

tu1 − 2p1 + 1 ≤ 0

noting that linear time-varying quantities are admissible. However, this objective function term is not an OLQ element even
though it contains a quadratic term (however it can be partitioned
as is discussed in Sec. 4.1):
Z tf h
i
ξ22 + sin(u1 ) dt
t0

There are some standard LQDO problems such as the finitehorizon linear-quadratic regulator [11].
3.2 Quadratic Programming
One of the key reasons to study and use LQDO problem formulations is that the DT optimization problem in Prob. (4) is
a quadratic program (QP). A QP is a special subclass of NLPs
where the objective function is quadratic and the constraints are
linear:
1
(18a)
min f T x + xT Hx
x
2
subject to: Ah x − bh = 0
(18b)

x=[u,ξ,p]

t0

#
ξ̇ OL (t) − f OL (·)
subject to: ξ̇(t) − f (·) = NL
=0
(19b)
ξ̇ (t) − f NL (·)
" OL #
h (·)
=0
(19c)
h (·) = NL
h (·)
" OL #
g (·)
g (·) = NL
≤0
(19d)
g (·)
where the superscript OL indicates an OLQ element and superscript NL indicates a non-OLQ element. There are a few methods
for determining the correct partitioning. First is a manual specification by the user, assuming it is supported by the selected tool.
Second are the automated methods using either exact methods,
such as symbolic or automatic differentiation, or a careful numerical procedure that checks the finite-difference values at several diverse points (because the result for OLQ elements would
be the same for every point).
There are several potential advantages to this approach.
First, most gradient-based NLP solvers require the computation
of the problem’s derivatives, which can be expensive. Running
these computations for the OLQ elements within the NLP solver
is an additional computational burden because results are independent of the current iteration. Therefore, computing the matrices once before starting the NLP solver will reduce the overall computational cost of computing the derivatives. If analytic
"

Ag x − bg ≤ 0
(18c)
n
o
where f, H, Ah , bh , Ag , bg are real-valued matrices/vectors of
the appropriate size. These matrices are typically large and
sparse (contain many zero entries), and have a predicable pattern
that permits efficient construction [1, 5, 15]. There are many efficient algorithms for solving QPs including interior-point, activeset, augmented Lagrangian, conjugate gradient, and alternating
direction method of multipliers [5, 28, 30, 32]. For large-scale
sparse QPs, certain algorithms can utilize sparse linear algebra
to efficiently find optimal solutions [4, 24, 32].
In this work, we will be using DTQP, which is a MATLABbased tool for efficiently constructing the matrices/vectors for
all LQDO problem elements using user-friendly, structure-based
definition [16]. While there are a variety of other general DTbased tools [34–36], the initial focus only on LQDO problems
in the DTQP has led to a number of focused advancements. The
4
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derivatives are provided, the difference might be relatively small.
If finite-difference methods are being utilized for computation,
the gap can be much more pronounced, even if a sparsity pattern
is provided. Additionally, because of the numerical errors introduced through finite-difference schemes, the derivatives for the
OLQ elements may be more accurate.
Second, many NLP algorithms have special methods for
handling linear constraints that may be more numerically accurate and computationally efficient. For example, MATLAB’s
fmincon directly allows for the inclusion of the linear constraints
and simple upper and lower bounds [38]. Derivatives are then
known for these problem elements, and certain options can be
enabled such as “honor bounds”. More specifically, many NLP
solvers utilize the Lagrangian function:
L (x, λ, σ) = v(x) + λ · h(x) + σ · g(x)
(20)

elements [28, 40–42]. Here we will discuss two common partitioning schemes for NLDO problems with DT that incorporate
LQDO LLPs.
4.2.1 Shooting. The first partitioning scheme considers only
ξ in the LLP, while u and p are optimized in the ULP. This is
a version of the direct shooting approach [5] where feasible dynamics are determined in the LLP. Reducing the state dynamic
analyses to a sparse system of linear equations can be computationally attractive, permit computation of ULP derivatives, and
still leverage the global stability and robustness properties of
DT methods that are lacking in forward simulation-based methods [4]. Additionally, it is straightforward to include a lowdimensional parameterization of u. In many cases, the LLP is
effectively a feasibility problem. However, care must be taken
to ensure that there exists a solution to LLP or some coordination/penalty method is utilized.

where λ and σ are the multipliers for the equality and inequality constraints, respectively [30]. Second derivative computations for HxL (x) may be required. Direct incorporation of the
hOL constraints will result in a linear system hOL (x) = AhOL x −
bhOL . Now, observing only the contribution of equality constraint
terms:
" OL 
# 0
" NL #
X
h j * X NL
h

HxL (x) =
λOL
·
H
(x)
+
λ
·
Hx j (x) + · · · (21)
x
j
j


j

4.2.2 Fixed parameters. The second scheme is applicable
to the class of NLDO problems where for fixed values of p, the
resulting subproblem is a convex LQDO problem. The two-level
architecture is constructed with only the parameters and associated problem elements in ULP, while the LLP with respect
to u and ξ is an LQDO problem. This partitioning allows for
the LLP to utilize LQDO-based tools and QP solvers. Typically
the set of parameters and associated ULP constraints are relatively small compared to the size of the mesh-dependent control and state DT variables, as well as the number of defect and
path constraints. Furthermore, while general NLDO problems
are non-convex, many common LQDO formulations are convex.
Therefore, we can implement efficient solution strategies in the
LLP and focus global search procedures in the ULP which has a
much smaller design space to consider. However, this approach
may still have issues with feasibility of the LLP, derivative computations in the ULP, and may be less efficient computationally
depending of the particular problem [19].
This approach has been studied previously under the term
nested (control) co-design [9, 17–19], and the aforementioned
class of problems have been termed LQDO-amendable co-design
problems [9]. References [6, 19] include comparisons showing that the nested method as described here had lower computational expense than a simultaneous approach, i.e., Prob. (1).
There are several co-design studies that have effectively utilized
the nested approach including attitude control of a distributed actuation system on a satellite [43], active vehicle suspensions [9],
and horizontal-axis wind turbines [6].

j

Therefore, we see that no Hessian computations are required for
linear equality constraints. This is also true for the other linear
OLQ constraints.
Finally, both linear variable scaling and constraint row scaling can be efficiently implemented for the OLQ matrices. The
extent of the advantages of direct incorporation of the OLQ elements can depend on the number and type of OLQ elements and
mesh size, but generally, there are few disadvantages.
4.2

Two-level Methods

Two-level optimization problems consider some partitioning of
the optimization variables into upper xu and lower xl variables
(sometimes termed outer and inner variables) [39]. These problems are represented as:


u l
min
o
x
,
x
(22a)
u
x

subject to:

xu ∈ Ω
l

(22b)
u

x ∈ L(x )
xu ,

(22c)
L(xu )

where Ω is the feasibility region of
and
is a set defined by the solution to an appropriate optimization problem.
Determining a feasible xl for a particular candidate xu is solving the lower-level problem (LLP), while Prob. (22) is termed
the upper-level problem (ULP). The two-level method is only
one type of decomposition-based optimization strategy. Alternative decomposition-based formulations and solvers may also
utilize the properties and methods for LQDO problems and OLQ

4.3 Quasilinearization Methods
The methods described in the previous two sections did not utilize the RLQDO problem discussed in Sec. 3. Here we will
discuss a class of methods, frequently termed quasilinearization [12,20,22,23,44], that utilizes reference trajectories to solve
5
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straints [22] and state-control path constraints [23]. Generally,
the same methods can be applied as the dynamics-only case, but
an issue of inconsistencies of the RLQDO constraints can be exacerbated. Constraint relaxation and trust-region methods could
be utilized to prevent this failure condition (and many require the
solution of additional QPs) [1, 32].

ALGORITHM 1: Quasilinearization.
Input :

x0

– initial reference solution
kmax – maximum number of iterations
 – convergence tolerance
Output: x∗ – final (optimal) solution
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

k←0
// initialize iteration counter


v xk−1 ← ∞
// initialize objective value

  
while v xk − v xk−1 ≤  or k ≤ kmax do
k ← k+1
// update iteration counter
{f, H, Ah , bh , Ag , bg } ← Construct QP matrices using the
RLQDO problem and selected DT method with xk−1
k
x ← Solve QP defined by {f, H, Ah , bh , Ag , bg }
end
x∗ ← xk
// final solution (optimal if k < kmax )

4.3.3 Feasible point. Here we ignore the objective function
in order to find a point x that satisfies all constraints in the NLDO
problem [24]. In this form, we are attempting to solve a sequence
of linear systems potentially with inequalities. However, these
are frequently under-determined equations so additional measures should be taken to ensure convergence and uniqueness [1].
The result can be used as the initial point for the basic quasilinearization algorithm or any general NLP solver.

the original NLDO problem. Generally, these methods construct
RLQDO subproblems that are successively solved where the previous iteration’s solution is the reference trajectory for the next
iteration. Under certain conditions, convergence of the solutions
of the RLQDO subproblems implies that the result is good approximation of a feasible minimizer in both RLQDO and original NLDO problems [2,12]. A basic quasilinearization algorithm
for NLDO is shown in Alg. 1.
In general, a good initial reference solution is preferred, otherwise, there may be slow convergence, convergence to an undesirable local minima, or divergence [2, 12, 22, 26]. Because of
the LQDO-nature of the subproblems, sparse Hessians and Jacobians are readily determined [22]. Quasilinearization can be
implemented for a variety of defect constraint and quadrature
schemes [2, 23]. Typically, parameters p are not directly studied, but their inclusion is fairly straightforward with the primary
difference being a reference value rather than a reference trajectory. Now four different variations of quasilinearization will be
discussed.

4.3.4 Entire NLDO problem. The RLQDO in Prob. (14)
constructed an LQDO problem with respect to the reference solution x̄. Therefore, a solution strategy for the entire NLDO problem is Alg. 1. However, in addition the potential inconsistencies
in the constraints, the RLQDO problem might result in a nonconvex QP. Quasi-Newton methods can be alternative strategy,
and defines a different QP problem than the one created from
Prob. (14) [1, 5]. Alternative linear approximations other than a
Taylor series can be used [25]. If only linear approximations are
used in the objective function, the problem is a linear program.
All the previously discussed implementations of quasilinearization have ignored an important fact that because we are
solving a constrained finite-dimensional optimization problem
when using DT methods, the optimality conditions are the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [30], which include the Lagrange multipliers as shown in Eq. (20). Utilizing the Lagrangian
instead of v(·) provides curvature information from both objective and constraints [32]. Sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) is a popular family of methods that directly incorporate the Lagrangian and previous solution estimates for λ and
σ [1, 5, 32, 45]. The SQP subproblem for Prob. (2) is:




1
(23a)
min v (x̄) + Jxv (x̄) T s + sT HxL x̄, λ̄, σ̄ s
s
2
h
iT
subject to: h (x̄) + Jxh (x̄) s = 0
(23b)
h g iT
g (x̄) + Jx (x̄) s ≤ 0
(23c)

4.3.1 Dynamics only. Perhaps the most commonly used
form of quasilinearization is when only the dynamics are linearized as in Eq. (15). In many NLDO problems, the dynamics are the most challenging problem element because of their
non-convex structure [2]. Frequently, assumptions are made so
that other problem elements are OLQ [20]. In these cases, the
OLQ elements can be directly incorporated in the same manner
as Sec. 4.1, while LQDO-based methods for constructing the defect constraints can be used at each iteration to efficiently update
the matrices based on the previous iteration’s solution. This successive linear approximation of the dynamics results in a particularly advantageous constraint form that can be effectively utilized
in specialized solvers, such a sequential convex programming [2]
and Riccati difference equations [21].

where:

s = x − x̄

(23d)

SQP methods have been long studied in the context of DT methods [1, 5, 24, 26, 27].
Now an interesting connection can be made between the QP
generated for a RLQDO problem and the SQP subproblem for
the original NLDO problem in Prob. (2). Consider the case when
the discretization matrices in Eq. (3) are the same for x̄ and an
appropriately interpolated x̄. If we introduce a linear transformation s = x − x̄ to the RLQO problem, then the resulting QP

4.3.2 All constraints. In this case, all constraints are linearized with Eqs. (14b)–(14d), including terminal state con6
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will have the same constraints as the SQP subproblem for both
the SS and PS defect constraints in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively.
This is due to the linear summation structure of the defect constraints. This implies that SQP methods on DT-based NLPs are
really quasilinearization methods based on a RLQDO problem
that utilize additional Hessian information from the constraints
(as well as the other techniques that make SQP methods so effective). Because of this, LQDO-based methods for defining the
problem elements for the SQP subproblems can be directly used.
Exact computations for the additional Hessian information can
also be incorporated with modifications to the LQDO discretization methods (considering the additional terms have the same
sparsity structure as the original Hessian) [26, 46]. Full implementation of SQP methods using DTQP is left as future work.
5

tives. The total time is denoted T , which the combination of
the initialization time T int (which includes the time to create the
OLQ element matrices) and optimizer time T opt . The symbolic
computations are not included in the total time so a fair comparison can be made between the methods. All the method and case
study details are available in the free and open-source DTQP software tool [16]. The computer architecture used for all case study
results was a desktop workstation with an AMD 3970X CPU at
3.7 GHz, 128 GB DDR4 2666 MHz RAM, MATLAB 2020a update 4, and Windows 10 build 17763.1397.
6 CASE STUDIES
In this section, four different case studies are presented to demonstrate how various LQDO-based methods can be incorporated to
solve NLDO problems.

METHOD OPTIONS

6.1 Container Crane
6.1.1 Problem description. In this problem, we want to optimally transfer the states of a container crane subject to linear
path constraints. Please see Ref. [47] and is also known as cran
in Ref. [10]. The NLDO problem is:
Z tf h
h
ii
1
ξ32 + ξ62 + ρ u21 + u22 dt
(24a)
min
u,ξ
2 0


ξ4




ξ5




ξ
6
subject to: ξ̇ = 
(24b)

u1 + c4 ξ3




u2
 
 
− u1 + c5 ξ3 + 2ξ5 ξ6 /ξ2

In this section, we summarize the methods that we implemented
and compared. The four option fragments are now described.
1. NLDO algorithm. IP denotes use of the interior-point method
in fmincon to solve the NLDO problem. QLIN denotes the
quasilinearization method presented in Alg. 1. The RLQDO
problem is automatically created using symbolic differentiation. TLFP denotes a two-level fixed parameter method in
Sec. 4.2.2 was used to solve the NLDO problem (i.e., the
nested control co-design solution strategy). The LQDO LLP
is created and solved using DTQP, while the ULP is solved
using fmincon with the interior-point algorithm. Finitedifference methods are used to obtain derivatives in ULP.
2. OLQ elements. OLQ denotes the OLQ elements are directly
incorporated as discussed in Sec. 4.1. NL denotes all problem
elements were treated as nonlinear except the simple bounds.
3. Derivatives. SD denotes symbolic derivatives are provided.
Problem element derivatives are automatically determined using symbolic differentiation and used to construct the required
differentiation matrices for the select DT method. FD denotes
a forward finite-difference scheme was used to compute any
required derivatives.
4. DT methods. TR denotes defect constraints constructed using the trapezoidal rule (a SS DT method), and the composite trapezoidal rule was used for quadrature. PS denotes defect constraints constructed using the single-interval Legendre
pseudospectral method on a Lagrange-Gauss-Lobatto mesh
and Gaussian quadrature weights [33]. For both methods, the
catenated number indicates the number of points in the mesh.
These four options are combined to create a complete NLDO
solution strategy. For example, IP-SD-OLQ-TR200 indicates
that the NLP problem is constructed using the trapezoidal rule
with 200 time points and symbolic derivatives with direct incorporation of OLQ elements and solved using an interior-point
method. The computational cost is measured in several parts.
T sym indicates the time spent determining the symbolic deriva-

ξ(0) = (0, 22, 0, 0, −1, 0)

(24c)

ξ(t f ) = (10, 14, 0, 2.5, 0, 0)

(24d)

− c6 ≤ ξ4 ≤ c6 ,

c7 ≤ ξ5 ≤ c7

(24e)

− c1 ≤ u1 ≤ c1 ,

c2 ≤ u2 ≤ c3

(24f)

Note that all parts except for ξ̇6 are OLQ elements. The constants
are c1 = 2.83374, c2 = −0.80865, c3 = 0.71265, c4 = 17.2656, c5 =
27.0756, c6 = 2.5, c7 = 1, t f = 9, and ρ = 0.01. The initial guess
used for all methods was a linear solution between the specified
initial and final states values and maximum and minimum control
values (see Fig. 1).
6.1.2 Results. The results for this case study are summarized
in Table 1.
We will first focus on the effectiveness of the quasilinearization method. In most of the cases, QLIN had a lower computational cost than the best IP method while converging to nearly
the same solution. For example, QLIN was 2.6× faster for the
TR20 and 1.9× faster for the PS40 variant. There was some additional cost to create the OLQ matrices, but the overall solver
time was faster. However, when the number of time points was
large in the TR2000 variant, the QLIN method was 1.2× slower
7
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TABLE 1: Results for the Container Crane case study.

Method
QLIN-TR20
IP-SD-OLQ-TR20
IP-SD-NL-TR20
IP-FD-OLQ-TR20
IP-FD-NL-TR20
QLIN-TR200
IP-SD-OLQ-TR200
IP-SD-NL-TR200
IP-FD-OLQ-TR200
IP-FD-NL-TR200
QLIN-TR2000
IP-SD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-SD-NL-TR2000
IP-FD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-FD-NL-TR2000
QLIN-PS10
IP-SD-OLQ-PS10
IP-SD-NL-PS10
IP-FD-OLQ-PS10
IP-FD-NL-PS10
QLIN-PS40
IP-SD-OLQ-PS40
IP-SD-NL-PS40
IP-FD-OLQ-PS40
IP-FD-NL-PS40

v
0.0380
0.0380
0.0380
0.0380
0.0380
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0376
0.0376
0.0376
0.0376
0.0376
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375
0.0375

Iter.
3
20
20
22
22
3
29
29
30
29
3
35
35
39
35
4
24
28
29
31
3
29
29
29
31

T sym
0.57
1.42
2.17
0.00
0.00
0.56
1.41
2.17
0.00
0.00
0.56
1.42
2.18
0.00
0.00
0.55
1.42
2.17
0.00
0.00
0.56
1.42
2.18
0.00
0.00

T int
0.007
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.010
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.033
0.008
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.009
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.008
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

T opt
0.03
0.08
0.16
0.22
0.24
0.31
0.41
0.58
0.88
0.95
8.23
7.21
8.25
13.92
13.95
0.03
0.08
0.21
0.25
0.31
0.18
0.34
0.46
0.53
0.62

T
0.03
0.08
0.16
0.22
0.24
0.32
0.41
0.59
0.89
0.95
8.26
7.21
8.26
13.92
13.95
0.04
0.08
0.21
0.26
0.31
0.18
0.34
0.46
0.53
0.62

(a) States.

(b) Controls.
FIGURE 1: Quasilinearization results for the Container Crane

problem (QLIN-TR2000).
marginal gains recorded with TR2000. The minor benefit for the
FD variants is because there is generally a high fixed cost with
computing the finite differences for this relatively small problem.
This illustrates the point that there are clear advantageous to allowing the user of a DT-based tool to define the OLQ elements
directly and create the underlying methods that leverage these
elements.
A final point of emphasis is the fact that computational costs
of direct incorporation of the OLQ elements were minimal. All
values of T int were quite small when compared to the other computational costs. Even the QLIN methods, which had to create
large matrices with time-varying elements, had a much lower
cost than the actual optimization algorithms and symbolic operations. Therefore, there are limited disadvantages in OLQ when
properly implemented.

(but still competitive with all other variants). This indicates that
further studies are needed to determine what the best uses are, especially since this problem was a prime candidate for the QLIN
method with many OLQ elements. The different QLIN-TR2000
iterations are shown in Fig. 1 where the darker lines indicate later
iterations. We note that the initial guess was quite poor for the
controls, but reasonable for the states. However, only after a single iteration, all trajectories were nominally similar to their final
convergence counterparts.
Now let us turn our focus to the impact of the direct incorporation of OLQ elements. As was anticipated, in all cases, the
computational cost was lower when the OLQ matrices were included for the appropriate problem elements, and each variant
converged to the same solution with the same DT method specification. In some cases, the iterations were different, potentially
due to the differences in the calculated derivatives. The benefit
of the OLQ option with the symbolic derivatives provided was
between 15–163%, while for the tested finite-difference variants,
it was between 0–19% faster. The wide range with SD can be attributed to the fact that the optimization algorithm computational
cost starts to dominate when the problem size grows; thus, the

6.2 Van der Pol Oscillator
6.2.1 Problem description. The Van der Pol oscillator is a
common test problem for many numerical optimal control methods (see vpol in Ref. [10]), including quasilinearization [20,22].
Here we consider two variations: V1 = {t f = 5, c1 = −∞, c2 =
−0.3, c3 = 1, c4 = 1, c5 = 1} which has fixed parameter values [48],
8
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TABLE 2: Results for the Van der Pol Oscillator V2 case study.

Method
IP-SD-OLQ-TR20
IP-SD-NL-TR20
IP-FD-OLQ-TR20
IP-FD-NL-TR20
IP-SD-OLQ-TR200
IP-SD-NL-TR200
IP-FD-OLQ-TR200
IP-FD-NL-TR200
IP-SD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-SD-NL-TR2000
IP-FD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-FD-NL-TR2000
IP-SD-OLQ-PS10
IP-SD-NL-PS10
IP-FD-OLQ-PS10
IP-FD-NL-PS10
IP-SD-OLQ-PS40
IP-SD-NL-PS40
IP-FD-OLQ-PS40
IP-FD-NL-PS40
QLIN-TRX
QLIN-PSX

v Iter. T sym T int T opt
T
1.9809 15 0.85 0.001 0.04 0.04
1.9809 15 1.14 0.001 0.06 0.06
1.9809 21 0.00 0.001 0.10 0.10
1.9809 18 0.00 0.001 0.09 0.09
1.9652 23 0.86 0.002 0.12 0.12
1.9652 23 1.22 0.001 0.16 0.16
1.9652 26 0.00 0.001 0.18 0.18
1.9652 27 0.00 0.001 0.25 0.25
1.9650 26 0.86 0.003 1.10 1.10
1.9650 26 1.17 0.002 1.21 1.21
1.9650 27 0.00 0.002 1.52 1.52
1.9650 28 0.00 0.002 2.22 2.22
1.9649 17 0.85 0.002 0.04 0.04
1.9649 17 1.15 0.001 0.06 0.06
1.9649 22 0.00 0.001 0.07 0.07
1.9649 29 0.00 0.001 0.12 0.12
1.9650 16 0.86 0.002 0.07 0.07
1.9650 16 1.15 0.001 0.09 0.09
1.9650 17 0.00 0.001 0.09 0.09
1.9650 19 0.00 0.001 0.13 0.13
— did not converge
— did not converge

FIGURE 2: Results for the Van der Pol Oscillator problem V2
(IP-SD-OLQ-PS40).

ation behavior is shown in Fig. 3 where after a few iterations,
the solution oscillates between two trajectories. Both state and
path constraints enter and exit activity as well as the parameters’ simple bound constraints. The inclusion of more advanced
techniques such as line searches and trust regions could improve
convergence, but, as was discussed in Sec. 4.3.4, the modified approach would be similar to existing methods for solving NLPs.
Again, the use of the OLQ option resulted in faster overall
solving times in all cases. Computational costs were decreased
between 10–50% with SD and between −10% and 71% with FD.
The small negative performance hit was due to the increased iterations needed by the OLQ option vs. NL, again indicating that
the derivatives are different between the two.

and V2 = {t f = 5, c1 = −0.4, c2 = −0.5, c3 = 1, c4 = 0.1, c5 = 5}
which must determine two parameter values [49]. The NLDO
problem is:
Z tf h
i
min
(25a)
ξ12 + ξ22 + u21 dt
u,ξ,p
0
"
#
hξ2
i
subject to: ξ̇ =
(25b)
−p1 ξ1 + ξ2 1 − p2 ξ12 + u1
ξ(0) = (1, 0)

(25c)

c1 ≤ ξ2 ,

(25d)

c2 ≤ u(t) ≤ c3

c4 ≤ p1 ≤ c5 ,

c4 ≤ p2 ≤ c5

6.3 Co-design Transfer
6.3.1 Problem description. This is a control co-design test
problem with a known solution [19]. It has been previously used
to study the TLFP method. The NLDO problem is:
Z tf
min
u21 dt
(26a)
u,ξ,p
0
"
#
ξ2
subject to: ξ̇ =
(26b)
−p1 ξ1 + u1

(25e)

Note that all problem elements except for ξ̇2 are OLQ elements.
The linearized form for ξ̇2 was shown in Eq. (17). The initial
guess for both variations and all methods can be seen in Fig. 3.

ξ(0) = (x0 , v0 )

(26c)

ξ(t f ) = (0, 0)

(26d)

0 ≤ p1

(26e)

Note that all parts except for ξ̇2 are OLQ elements. The constants
are t f = 1, x0 = 1, and v0 = 2. A poor initial guess of one was used
for all optimization variables.

6.2.2 Results. For V1, similar results to Container Crane are
observed. This problem has been well studied as a convergent
quasilinearization example [20, 22]. More interesting observations can be made for V2, and the results are summarized in Table 2. A very accurate solution is obtained using IP-SD-OLQPS40 in only 0.07 s, and is shown in Fig. 2 with optimal parameter values of 0.15206 and 1.5374, respectively.
Here, the basic quasilinearization method fails to converge
(and was tested with many different initial guesses). The iter-

6.3.2 Results. The results for this case study are summarized
in Table 3. This is the first of the case study problems that is an
LQDO-amenable co-design problem; thus, TLFP is applicable.
In Table 3, this strategy is slower than QLIN and IP-SD-OLQ.
However, it can be argued that comparisons to FD are more appropriate because TLFP does not require any symbolic opera9
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(a) States.

(b) Controls.

(c) Parameters.

FIGURE 3: Quasilinearization results for the Van der Pol Oscillator problem V2 (QLIN-PS40).

(a) States.

(b) Controls.

(c) Parameters.

FIGURE 4: Two-level fixed parameter results for the Co-design Transfer problem (TLFP-TR2000).

(a) States.

(b) Controls.

(c) Parameters.

FIGURE 5: Quasilinearization results for the Co-design Transfer problem (QLIN-TR2000).

tions. Therefore, comparing TLFP and IP-FD-OLQ, we see that
the two-level method is faster or only slightly slower. Even if
all OLQ elements are being directly incorporated, there are still
some problem elements with nonlinear behavior. If a user identi-

fies that their problem is appropriate for the TLFP method, then
there still might be some place for the nested co-design method
when analytic derivatives are unavailable. This will be further
studied in the next example.
10
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TABLE 3: Results for the Co-design Transfer case study.

Method
TLFP-TR200
QLIN-TR200
IP-SD-OLQ-TR200
IP-SD-NL-TR200
IP-FD-OLQ-TR200
IP-FD-NL-TR200
TLFP-TR2000
QLIN-TR2000
IP-SD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-SD-NL-TR2000
IP-FD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-FD-NL-TR2000
TLFP-PS10
QLIN-PS10
IP-SD-OLQ-PS10
IP-SD-NL-PS10
IP-FD-OLQ-PS10
IP-FD-NL-PS10

four states represent: 1) the difference in the unsprung mass and
road elevation z0 , 2) velocity of the unsprung mass, 3) difference
in the mass positions, and 4) velocity of the spring mass. The single open-loop control variable represents the active force actuator
in the suspension, and the two parameters are for the suspension
damper and spring constants, respectively. The NLDO problem
is:
Z tf h
i
min
w1 ξ12 + w2 ξ̇42 + w3 u2 dt
(27a)

v Iter. T sym T int T opt
T
23.6256
6 —
— — 0.09
23.6256
8 0.25 0.015 0.03 0.05
23.6256
6 0.31 0.001 0.03 0.03
23.6256
6 0.47 0.001 0.03 0.04
23.6256
9 0.00 0.001 0.11 0.11
23.6256
8 0.00 0.001 0.11 0.11
23.6228
6 —
— — 0.31
23.6228
8 0.25 0.031 0.17 0.20
23.6228
6 0.31 0.002 0.14 0.14
23.6228
6 0.47 0.001 0.16 0.16
23.6228
8 0.00 0.003 0.58 0.58
23.6228
8 0.00 0.003 0.61 0.61
23.6228
6 —
— — 0.07
23.6228
8 0.24 0.013 0.02 0.04
23.6228 12 0.31 0.001 0.04 0.04
23.6228
9 0.47 0.001 0.05 0.05
23.6228 17 0.00 0.001 0.09 0.09
23.6228 14 0.00 0.001 0.08 0.08

u,ξ,p

subject to:

1

0


0 

−1

0

p1
m s/4

−p2
m s/4

1 
−p1 

−[p1 +ct ] p2
p1 

mus/4
mus/4 mus/4 
 ξ(t) + · · ·

(27b)

m s/4

ξ(0) = 0

(27c)

|ξ3 (t)| ≤ rmax

(27d)

pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax

(27e)

where objective in Eq. (27a) is a weighted sum of handling,
comfort, and control effort metrics, and Eq. (27d) represents a
rattle space path constraint. The constants are w1 = 105 , w2 =
0.5, w3 = 10−5h , kt = 232500,
ct = 0, mhus/4 = 65,im s/4 = 325, rmax =
i
0.04, pmin = 102 , 102 , and pmax = 105 , 106 . The rough road
profile used is from Refs. [8, 9] and is shown in Fig. 6b. The
TLFP method is applicable [9].

study.
v
1.977
1.977
1.977
2.048
2.048
1.996
1.996
1.996
1.997
1.997
—


 0
 −kt

ξ̇(t) =  mus/4
 0
 0





 0 
 −1 
 −1 
c


t



+  mus/4  u(t) +  mus/4  ż0 (t)
 0 
 0 
 1 
0
m s/4

TABLE 4: Results for the Vehicle Suspension Co-design case

Method
TLFP-TR200
IP-SD-OLQ-TR200
IP-SD-NL-TR200
IP-FD-OLQ-TR200
IP-FD-NL-TR200
TLFP-TR2000
IP-SD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-SD-NL-TR2000
IP-FD-OLQ-TR2000
IP-FD-NL-TR2000
QLIN-TRX

0

Iter. T sym T int T opt
T
17 —
—
—
1.10
12 6.46 0.003
0.3
0.31
12 6.47 0.003
0.3
0.33
598 0.00 0.003 21.8 21.80
598 0.00 0.003 21.9 21.92
22 —
—
—
9.18
13 6.49 0.005
1.6
1.63
13 6.51 0.004
1.7
1.74
599 0.00 0.006 216.7 216.68
599 0.00 0.004 216.4 216.43
did not converge

6.4.2 Results. The results for this case study are summarized
in Table 4. The optimal solution using TLFP-TR2000 for select
states and the control are shown in Figs. 6b and 6c, respectively.
Optimal parameter values were found to be 101.12 and 21558.
Because a large mesh is needed to accurately solve this problem,
the single-interval PS methods were not tested. Similar to Van
der Pol Oscillator V2, this problem did not converge when using
QLIN.
The main takeaway from this example is the relative effectiveness of the TLFP method. The cases using the symbolic
derivatives were significantly faster (3.5–5.6×) than TLFP, but
as was stated in Sec. 6.3, a fairer comparison is to the FD methods. Now the two-level approach is 20–24× faster! Furthermore, the FD methods results have noticeably poorer final solutions, especially for TR200, as well as much slower convergence rates. Therefore, for certain LQDO-amendable co-design
problems where the symbolic derivatives are not feasible, the
TLFP approach might perform better than the simultaneous approach [9, 19].
Finally, the difference between OLQ and NL was relatively
small. In one case it was 7% faster, while in other cases the

The iteration sequences of TLFP-TR2000 and QLINTR2000 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Each method
requires the solution of a different sequence of QP subproblems
(LQDO problems). Note that each iteration of TLFP has feasible dynamics with respect to the original problem, while this is
not necessarily true for QLIN. The finite-difference nature of the
TLFP method can also be observed.
6.4 Vehicle Suspension Co-design
6.4.1 Problem description. This is a simplified quarter-car
vehicle suspension problem, illustrated in Fig. 6a. Similar versions of this problem have been studied in Refs. [8, 9, 50]. The
11
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(a) Quarter-car vehicle suspension.

(b) Select states and road elevation profile.

(c) Control.

FIGURE 6: Results for the Vehicle Suspension Co-design problem (TLFP-TR2000).

effect within the margin of error. Only two of the state derivative
functions were OLQ elements, and the objective function was
nonlinear, so there was little difference between the two options.
7

challenging vehicle suspension problem.
Finally, the quasilinearization method was presented where
the linearization of the constraints and quadratization of the objective function are performed with respect to some reference trajectory, creating a reference LQDO problem. The historical uses
of quasilinearization were discussed, including the connection to
sequential quadratic programming in DT. In the first case study,
the quasilinearization method was shown to be about 2× faster
than the interior-point NLP method for smaller mesh sizes. However, this approach did not converge for some of the case study
problems, which included parameters. Therefore, care must be
taken when utilizing the quasilinearization for solving NLDO
problems.
There are a variety of potential future work items. The inclusion of the various LQDO-based methods from Sec. 4 in other
DT-based tools could lead to improved outcomes. Furthermore,
investigating methods that improve the convergence properties
of the quasilinearization without sacrificing the observed benefits could lead to more efficient and robust NLDO tools. The impetus of the methods discussed in this article is to further exploit
the specific mathematical problem structure of NLDO problems
with limited or no disadvantages.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we explored the various uses of linear-quadratic
dynamic optimization (LQDO) and ordinary linear-quadratic
(OLQ) elements in the context of nonlinear dynamic optimization (NLDO) and optimal control methods based on direct transcription (DT). OLQ elements are either quadratic objective
terms or linear constraints with respect to the DO problem’s controls, states, and parameters. Three general classes of strategies
for the use of LQDO were discussed.
The first was the direct incorporation of OLQ elements into
DT-based NLDO tools with the appropriate matrices. LQDObased tools such as DTQP [16] are tailored to create the appropriate matrices for OLQ elements efficiently. The case studies
demonstrated that there is some computational benefit of their
direct incorporation using either symbolic derivatives or finitedifference methods. The benefit was observed to be up to 163%
but generally in the range of 5–30%. There was generally decreasing improvements as the problem’s mesh size increased and
select instances where performance was slightly worse because
of the differences in the derivative calculations.
Additionally, different two-level optimization problems that
have LQDO subproblems were discussed, including the popular
nested control co-design method. This particular nested scheme
is applicable to the class of NLDO problems where for fixed values of p, the resulting subproblem is a convex LQDO problem
and was investigated in the final two case studies. Generally,
the methods that used symbolic derivatives were slightly faster.
However, since the nested co-design method generally does not
use any symbolic derivatives, a fair comparison can be made
to the finite-difference methods where as two-level optimization
was 1.1 to 24× faster with significant advantages on the more
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